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   Notes / Special Instructions: *A new Integration API has been developed to 

replace the current Emis Partner API. This will initially only be available for 

sites participating in the FOT process. 

 
 

    

            

  

   This release contains the following items: 
 

    

            

  

    
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow 

Ref 

Area Type Title Description 

D10-

2237 

Barndoc Project 
CHG0001387 

RMS Feature Increase the size of 
the outcomes text box 

The size of the outcomes text box has been 
increased so that a user can now see clearly 
what they have written without having to move 
backwards and forwards.   

D10-

2330 

Barndoc Project  
DFCT0011254 

RMS Defect Copy & Paste URBN 
with on spaces 

When copying a UBRN number in to the UBRN 
box it now removes the spaces between digits 
so the user no longer has to do this manually.  

D10-

2381 

DFCT0011291 GP Defect Sending to Everyone 
also sends to inactive 
users 

When sending a workflow, if the reviewer is set 
to Everyone and Completion type is set to All 
Members, even inactive users were required to 
complete the task. This prevented the workflow 
from being completed and so it continues to be 
marked as under review. Whilst in this status the 
document cannot be deleted if required. This 
has now been resolved 

D10-

1792 

DFCT0011276      GP Defect Task views date 
range not applying 

When using a task view to display all tasks 
completed within a given data range, it would 
display all completed tasks rather than respect  
the given data range. This issue has now been 
resolved.  
 
 

D10-

2452 

DFCT0011329 

 

 

RMS Defect Slowness in RMS 
affecting viewing 
document history & 
loading report filters. 

When viewing document history and loading 
various report filters, users identified that it was 
taking a lot longer to load the information and 
also resulted in displaying ‘report unavailable’ 
error. Amendments have now been made to 
resolve this issue. 
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D10-

2232 

CHG0001528 
Vision Project 

GP Feature Config amendments 
for filing & coding 

As a Docman System Administrator it is now 
possible to set a default priority at organisation 
level for filing documents so that filed and coded 
documents mirror how they file in the clinical 
system. 

D10-

2557 
DCFT0011336
Barndoc 

 

RMS Defect Breach Report 
produces wrong 
calculation if referral 
falls on a weekend 

When the referral receipt date is on a weekend 

e.g Saturday, because it falls out of the mon-fri 

timeframe the report would use the Monday and 

the initial time that the referral was received 

rather than Monday 9am producing the wrong 

calculation. This has now been resolved to 

produce the correct calculation. 

 

D10-

2400 
GPIT Futures 

GP Feature  Search Document    
  Coded Entries 

A change has been made so that users now 

have the ability to search for clinical codes as a 

search criteria. This change only applies to 

Snomed codes. 

D10-

1953 
RMS SAT 
PACK 
CHG0001388  

GP/RMS Feature Failed NHS Mail 
Notification 

A change has been made so that when task 

notification is received to say that an NHS mail 

collection has failed it will also include the email 

address of that collection. 
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Screenshots 

D10-2235 Increase size of Outcomes text box  

 

 

D10-2338 Config amendments for filing & coding 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

D10-2085 NHS Mail Failed Notification 

 

 

D10-2400 Search Document Coded Entries 

 



 

 

 

 


